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+ INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOh'LEDGMENTS, 
~. 
The following is a descriptive <;lnd explore,tory study of the 
1 
counsel~ng 'needs of, mastectomy pa,tients and ~,ow they are met t and 
of the Reach to Recovery l?X:,og'ram through the American Cancer 
f 
Society: as a way of ~eeting these.,needs • 
.:-"'" 
,: The writer has surveyed the :professio~al 1.i terature and" [ , 
briefly: some popular literature on the subject., . 'In ,addi tion, a 
questio~maire was addressed to a group' 9f. Portl'and Rea~h to 
I :, 
ii' , 
Recovery volunteers who served., asa target population, one of whom, 
was interviewed mo~e, ,fully.'. 
t 
I [would ~ike to ackno\orledge with ,thanks the most hGlpful 
to ~ 
cooperation of !-irs. Nancy Brice, ,.Service Director; American 
. . ' I . 
G~ncer ~ociety, Oregon D-ivisi'an a~d f'f.rs. Nora Janik, State Co-
1-' 
ordin~tqr, Reach to R~covery, American Can~er.SDci~tYt Ore~on 
M -
Di vision, wi thollt whom th~ ,study eQuId not have _been done. My 
t ~ ~ :-,o:t 
thanks, ,too, to Mrs. Ada ~:Jilson of the School ot: Sociali'[ork, ' 
! - ~, 
'Dr.' Frank 111.1es for his assistance in designing the 'questionnaire 
~ ." - , 
and to my husband and family who no,t only helped but bore wi th me. 
. .~ 
. ~ 
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Cfu'..PTER I 
.' I BREAST Cfl.liCER IN THE'. UNITED, STATES 
cancer is the leading cause' of .can.cer death in. \>I0mCll 
in' the t United States'~ 1. In 1973, the estim.ated ·deaths. from brt:8.st 
l 
cancer! in this country \11ere 32,650 aIl;d, accbrdS';,ng to the America!l . 
cancerjsbcietYt nearly 7%' of the'American fema~e p'opulation will 
r ~ . 
develop breast cancer.-
, '. 
Research has shmm that those women most likely' to· develop. 
r 
breast
r 
cancer are obese,: 40,..44.; over 60 .~ho have .never had .children; 
,"",omen .who bore their first child over 30.. ':I!~urther characteristics 
are: 
fl. history of penign.breast disease 
f ~ 
l2. daughters of parents wi th a'~ famil:s.'aJ. his"tory 'of cancer 
'" -: 
and "Ihose female, blood.· relatives have bad a history of 
breast cancer. 3 
. ,-
i 
• 
'1 Ju.stin J. Stein, N.D., "Hi-.RiskGroups", Cancer N~"'/f!' 
Spri.a~/SUL:llller, 1974, Vol. 28,; til, p~·.4~ 
! 
·.12 American Cancer Societ.y, "'73 Cancer Facts &: Figur.es", 
New Y?I'k, 1973 •. 
I 
~"3 Justin J .. Stein, ·M.D., !lEi-Risk Gr<?upsn, Ca.ncer Nel-1S, 
Spring/Summer, 1974, Vol. 28, #l, p. 4. 
I 
\ 
I 
i 
i 
., 
f 
f j 
. , 
, Risk of cancer in the above group j,s' 70 50o;~ highe,r 
i 
f 
than the average, depending on~the combination of characteristics. 
I 
. 
The t~"o age peaks are 4-6 .. ::' 44 and ever 60, ind much of .the 
educatin€,; acti, vi ties regarding early detec,tion are directed to 
4 
women:, in the ,4o - 44 age range. 
'1 
f The' process \\rhich a 'woman ml,1st go through when ,a lump is 
i ' 
discovered in her breast is to,be hospitalize~ to have a -breast 
t 
, 
biopsy to determine whether the lump is malignant or benign. 
f In ,the 
! 
80;4)' ~,he brea.st biopsy is benign. 5 majority of cas~s (60 to 
. 
For those women in whom the lump 'has been dis!=overed tc be 
malignant t the method of treatment is. almost al~vays a mastectomy 
or Burgi.cal removal of the bre~st. ,The ope,ration is performed, _~. 
if necessary, immediately upon discovering that the lump 5.:s', t . . . -... '. 
malignant and wi thin a. short ,period" of ti'me after the biops'y . 
I 
itsel-f. This means that \'1hen a woman ,goes into: surgery for a 
< , 
biopsl t she may have a breost remov~das \flell ~ ,The procedure 
, 
is explained to hel-' ahea~, of time,' but, she doesn't know until 
the 
had 
~peration is over whether in addition ~o the~biopsYt she has 
j 
• a mastectomy as well. ' , 
I 
i 
,I 
i 
r, 4.Ibid. 
~ 5 Nargaret Owen, -'Specia,l:Care for Patient vIllo Has Breast 
Bippsy" t Nursing Clinics of North America, June,.1972. V91. 7 t 
p. 373-82. ' 
I • , 
f • 
I 
~ , 
2 
i 
I 
t 
3 
[The above method 9.f' .tr,eatment is used ex'teI15i vely I and. in 
l , ',' ~., 
the United States todaYIi over 500,00'0 ,.;omen ~e living who, have had' 
I . 
a ,masiectomy. 6 The 5-y<:'a.r ~~r.Vi val ra,te' ~f w~men' , .. ,rho have had this 
operation is 80 - 85%. 7 However" when the ca.nc'er has spread to'the 
I 
, i 
~ymph~nodes outside ,the 'bre.ast,. the 5-year. survivc~~ is cut to 
i' " 
40 _ 45%.8 
! 
'The operation itself often results, in additign t!) the I' . 
removal o.f' the breast, in dif.f'iculty in arm Ill-ovement and use of 
<t 
I 
the arm. 
: Ninety five percent of patients disc.over the condition 
.... . 
themse~ves, but of this g~o~p 6~~ have cancer' ,which has already 
t " 
spr,ead to the lymp~ ~:p.odes outside tl';e brea,st. 9 The American 
! '" 
Cancer 
I 
{. 
Society directs its ed~c~ti6nal efforts towards early 
detection and encourages 15re~st;self-examination and regular 
p};iysical eX~ination. There 'is l{tE!ratu~e :printe~ indicati~g 
J ~ ..., 
what rO look :or i,n sel,f"!"examination an.d. fi1m~ on the subject as 
. if • 
wel:l t..rhich some gynecologists, show to the iI" patie,nts for educa-
j 
i 
tional purposes. 
, 
l -----
i 6 John L. Sawyei's! M.D., "Reach to Recovery - A Post 
Mastectomy Rehabili tati ve Program!!, ,Jot'l.rnal Tennessee Hedical 
Association, January,~ 1973, Vol; 66, p. 28-9. r., .• 
f 
: ? American Cancer 'Society, "' 73 Cancer Facts & :ngures ll , 
New York, 1973. 
t 
! 8. Ibid. 
l 
i 
t 
9. Ibid. 
. " ! 4 
t Unfortunately, de~rpi te better treatment and means of 
~ 
detection, the mortality i-ate from breaJ:lt: cah~;er,: has not' signi-' 
t ~ " .... ""'. 
, ',10, ficant1y decreased over the past' 35 years.',.,', Because of this, 
'i 
ill ~972', the American Cancer Society launched a nationwide 
i 
attack on breast cancer.. Since the 'chances or'surviva1 are so 
, ' 
much greater when the inalie;nancy has not spre:ad to areas' outside 
J .;,. ~" I 
the breast, their, thru~t was .to deve19P'~e~~ods'to diagnose the 
" 
, 
cancer when it is,in an early dr pre-clinical stage -- so' early 
! 
as :tofbe 100"..6 cU:t;"abl.e.,More than $2',000,000 vias spent to'help 
r 11 
support 12 major detecti,on: cente~s as p~rt'of this I?ffort. 
One of these centers is ~t GO~d'Samarit~~oHos~ita~in Portl.and 
! ~ 
"'there: there is a new empha:si s on the 'use 0'£ mammography (x-ray 
,'. t - '" ~,,' 
examination) and thermography,' (hea t . s,ensi ti ve photograph) to 
k 
detect the cancer in its earliest and m9st'curab1e stages .. 
" 
) 
t 
f 
I 
\ 
10 Ibid. 
Il.l Ibid. 
t 
j ., 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
, . 
. 
l 
I 
r 
t 
I 
,I 
, II COUNSELING NEEDS OF, THE MASTECTOHY PATIENT 
I' 
. ~, 
: Historically" the ~riterest of the. medical profasGio~ has 
been in survival times of b~e~st cance~ ~atientsand in assessing 
~. 
. 
medicfl success. Hore rece.~tly" there, 11as been a, growing concern 
i 
among; medical people about ~he 'quali ty of .life, ~f'.a mastectomy 
, 
patient after ~he op'er'ation., As pr •. !'lilliam Markel pointed out 
" ' 
at the Second National' C·onference on, Cancer _of 'the Breast, nrf 
i 
-. 
the patient cannot come to terms with _her surgery, return to 
f ' 
her family and get back to a fairly~normal life, 't~ere is a 
quel3tion of the validity of the sU~~i val ti'rae .,,,l2 . !; . 
j Much tim~ at this conference was given to directing itself 
. -~. ;, ~'" ' 
to ,the issue _ that tne 1!lcdical, community had ftil,ad' toprov~de. 
< • : , ,~ .'" 
the necessary emotional' support needed to hel~ ~omen confront 
and 'deal with the' i-sslles of fear or' dying a~nd/or recurrence of 
f 
disease, the mutilation-of her body and how she will be regarded 
, 
l 
by others close "to her.. Although her· gener<al! physical health 
t 
i' , . 
fOl:~o(ing the operation may'be good, "the emotional 'and physical 
impact may be temporarily devastating.. The 'woman who has had-: , 
a ma~tectomy must not only concern herself, ~ritl1 her physical 
, I ' ~ , 
rehabili tation in obta_i~ing, and 'becoming accustomed' to ,rut 
I 
artificial breast and perhaps in regaining the us;~ of her arm, 
I 
, . 
, 
• t 12 l'lilliam' N. Markel, H.D .. ·, "Program for the Rehabili-
tation of the Breast Cancer pa.tient"" Cancer, December, 1971, 
Vol. ·28, p. 1676-78. 
I 
t 
/, 
f 
I 
t 
I 
5 
6 
but, in addition somehow resolve her O~m feelings, about a life 
threatening disease an~ the consequences' of the mastectomy ,itself • 
. 
She is facing a totally nel" si tuatioll where old coping methods 
will not necessarily work., 
" . 
Helen Harrell, now a Directqr of Egucation at Hermann 
Hospital School of Vocational Nursing in Houston, Texas" ex-
, ... 
pressed her own thoughts :in an ar~icle in tl1e April, 1972 
Journal of Nursing. 13 She had had a mast~c·tomy an~ .one of her 
~. ,,"" 
many fears following the· operation was that she was having a 
nervous breakdown. She-had never been war.ned that'crying jags 
would .occur t but ",ould al.so pass, that others had bad dreams, 
that the inner part of hc! arm would be-numb. She. said she 
became depressed ,and death oriented. " Her> own emotional reaction 
motivated her to reach out to help other~ and reinforced her 
idea that it is the qua~ity and"not-the quantity of life that 
counts., 
Recently, in the popular literature,7there has been 
much attention given t.o some .of the problems faced by ... c:omen' 
, . 
who have breast cancer and mastectomies.'tlhat once wa.s a 
taboo subject and referred to as "mom's shamel! has now become 
------
13 Helen C. Harrell, uTo Lose a BreastU , ~"E1erica!.L!$urnal 
of Nursin~, April, 1972, Vol. 72, p. 676-77. 
" 
• 
i 14 
common and well publicized knowledge. 
~. 
. ' 
r Hany women who are. public figures ,have expressed their 
'I 
ie~1jhgs.about their own surgeries 'and breast cancer in the 
'1 ~ (i 
pressL In two recent articles in "women's magazines, !-1arvella 
1 
Bayh ~nd Betty Ford related some of thei,I'. own exper~ences and 
feeliilgs regardi~g their breast' suI'ge~y.15I1rs. Ford stated 
i 
that,one of her reasons for granting an interview was that she 
hoped lit ~ou1d belp other women to discus~ ~heir operation 
freely. Both women looked upon the surge.ry, as life saving 
and e~phasized th~ importance of the su~port of.those closest 
I 
to thEim. They both offer,ed an. optimistic ,vie;w in spi to of the 
I [) ' .. poten~ially fatal nature 0'£ breast c.ancer and said that life 
, 
was m~re meaningful for ·them now. 
" , 
. ~ 
. , 
14 Marvella Bayh, "Betty, Happy and 
Journa~, January, 1975, Vol. 92, p. 63. 
: 1" . 
" 
r1e" , 
15 Ibid. < 
Ladies Home 
Betty Ford, nI Feel I,ike I've Been Reborn", .. McCall's 
Februa~Yt 1975, Vol. 102:5, p. 98~ . ~ 
7 
III Sm-IE COUNSELING APPROACHES 
r 
In revi~.wing the medical literature, it seemed apparent 
. 
that there was an acknowledgment, at least-in the past five or 
\, 
i 
I 
six years, that there is a need to offer enlCl.t~onal support and 
guidahce to Vlomen who have mastectomies'.to offset -:some of the· 
_ ,E .. • > , 
potentially damaging psychological consequences of the disease 
...' _ 4: 
![ 
and the operation. 
j 
~oberta Klein, N.S.vl., in pr'esenti~lg her paper at the 
- ,16 . 
ACS- 1.9,71. Breast Cancer Conference, . stated .t-hat general mental 
. - ;,.' . '" 
I 
healt~ concepts on how to handle ~risis a~ ~utli?edby Caplan 
and Lindeman, are applicable to breast cancer patients., In her 
'1 -. , j • - .. 
1 
paper,' she defined a crisis as "an insolvable ;problem precipi-
tatediby stressful or hazardous events lr/hich caus~ a 10s6 -of 
e.quili}bri'!lm for the indi vidual ll .. At this time I she stated, 
! 
r 
previo:us coping methods don't work a?d the patient may tip 
-, 
tOl-lard' or away from mental health. t'.Jhen considering a breast 
, 
cancer; patient, sev,erel ch~racteristics are impor.tant:. 
I _ . 
I.: •. The crisis is time Limited. It is better _ to take 
. . 
. -
advanta.ge in treatment of a short _term disequilibrium 
rather than to try picking up the pieces months or 
years later when an incapacitating problem presents 
itself. 
16 Roberta Klein, "A Crisis to Grow On!!, Cancer, December, 
1971, Vo1.. 28, p. 1.659-65. 
" ; .... 
2'~ The crisis may ~all forth old feelings and unresolved 
" , 
conflicts, a reme~brance, of" an9ther loss, and this may 
• " ~ ~ "., - t, i 
vary with the individual. 
,~ The individual mustactiv~ly work on.the problem 
" 
rather than ,centering their activities 'on avoiding it·in 
.. ~< 
order t? bring about a healthy ~esolution Qf the crisis& 
_. , , r! , 
, 4~ The family members may help. o'r ,hinder in how they do or , 
do not all~w the patient to express~er feelings, in hOvl 
much they are , .. illing to give her extra love, in how 
sensitive they are in 'picking, up cues to the patient's 
i needs, or if they'are in a crisis themselves they may 
find the pr'oblem too painful ,to face ... 
5~A certain amount of tension a~d anxiety is ~ssential to 
moti vate the indiviClual toward resolving their crisis,. 
r 
Mso Klein sees the tasks to beperforllled by the patient as: 
... ~ ...')'.. -.- -l~ accepting the loss'of the breast by being ~llowed to 
fully mourn as well as ,to'fee~ al'!d,~xpress the grief 
'around the fear of. the possible f,ui-ther' loss of perhaps 
her husband or even her life,; 
2.: re-integratin~ he~ self-image worthj' of love ~nd the 
rewar~s oJ Ii fe; " 
". beginning to make peace with the idea cf a potential 
recurrence in five to ten years. " 
i , 
Thie patient who successfully accomplishes these tasks is 
" II ' 
using s:trengths she has probably never had to use before and in 
9 
1 , 
.. 
i 
, 
,I 
. , 
1.0 
. I '. 
so do~ng becomes a different and ~tronger ;~erson. 
l;n general. Ms.- K1~in: further outline~3 ways the pa~ient 
can be he.lped to perform the abo.ve tasks •. 
, 
1. Help her to express her feelings. These could be fear 
that no man could ever love her, that she is being 
I>:unished for a 'sin, anger that .this should hc;pper:. to: 
her 01' grief at the loss ,of part of her body. Permit 
her to express ,her grie~, and help her master feelings 
, 
" that are unacceptable to her. 
i.. Help her sort out real from unreal. vJha.t she imagines 
! 
is much worse t~an actual:facts. Know~edge of the facts' 
will dissipate the ima.gined ~onseque:nces., 
'l 
,. Don't giv~ false reassuranc~s. 
4., Help her to antic,ipate the future and think through. 
what it will be like after ~he operation ,and '-that she 
will have to' do. Help her to understand 'that depre~sion 
<~ '. 
is normal under the circu~stances.. A woman's ~ge may 
have much -to do with her attitude as well as how much 
~~ . -
emphasis she places OIl physic;al appe~,rance.. . -
, 5'!_ Help the -family t;· understand the pc:tient's feelings 
and to express thEd:-u. _. In partic ular, it '.is i,mportant , -
to help the _,husb~~Ht express his feelings. which if hidden 
may become a matter 'of concern to his wife. Both should 
be helped to express their anxieties.~ogethez:. 
~,' ""': 
11 
i 
61. Help the patient .to consider how and what to tell s~g-
nificant people'~bout the, mastectomy and breast cancer. 
I Ms. Klein states that who helps may be any Olle of several 
, 
" people': -- the doctor, the;' family, the nurse ,or Reach to Recovery 
, 
I 
volunteer. 
As evidenced in the,literature, there are some hospitals 
i 
thai already have an 6rganized effort to h~lp breast cancer. 
patients with the above concerns. Ms.'Kle~n mentioned the 
! 
Memorihl HO,spi tal in Ne\'/York, where.a team of' HoD., physical' 
. , . 
, I 
therapist, nurs?, soci~l ,w~rker and Reach to, Recove;y volunteer 
meet daily with every pat:ient still'hospitalized. They teach 
,. • • • . ~ ~!; 
I 
the patierit the necessary ~xer~ises for physical·functioning~ 
" .- . ~ - ... ,;. 
~ ~ -~.. . - .. 
as well as about prostheses, ang th,eir proper care and offer an 
; ~" 
opport~nity to air questions about cancer an~ their fears. The 
group of mastectomy patients'in itself is a great help and 
helps the patient cope ,with overwh~lmingfeelings of the operation 
and disease. 
,i 
Di-. Harry S., Goldsmith and Dr. ~dgar,do 'S. Alday in their 
description of t~e role of' the surgeon in rehabilitating the 
• _ .... J 
brea'st I' cancer patientl ? stated that de~ling wi trh psychological 
proble~s should begin prior to the operation. They pointed 
I 
out thit this is a good time to indicate)any favorable clinical 
i , 
'17 Harry S. Goldsmith, H.D., et aI, "Role of the Surgeon ill 
Rehabilitation of Breast Cancer Patient", Cancer, December, 1971" : 
Vol. 2?, p. 1672-75., ~ 
" , 
, 1 
~ 
aspect? to the pati,ent and to help her c;ti~ }Cf fears of the 
I ~ .., ~'. 
operation itself., It is also helpful to have another fami=!-y 
~ -" -
;' ~ ~ 
member;; present when dis,cussing. the variou~ ~spects of breast 
, . '" 
! ". 
surgery since it may be helpful ~ater. on in dealing with' the 
pati~nt·s concerns., The.~utbors stated that after the operation, 
'~ :.
is usu4lly a time when the 'patient experi~nces depression and ,that 
-. .~.. - . 
the sight of another woman such as a'Reach to Recovery vo},unteer 
is particularly reas~uring in addition t,o' gi vine; the patient an 
'1 ': ' 
opport~nity to help herself by-starting exercises to prevent 
, i 
limita~ion of arm movement. 
i 
i Helen Harrell" a' member of Reach to Recovery ~nd a nurse 
"."'\ 
I 
who isithe Dir~ctor of Educ~ation i1t Hermann, Hospital ~chool of 
"I ~ 18 
Vocational Nursing in Houston, Texas, feels that. the best 
time tq counsel and offer emotional support are the ten days 
. . 
while ~he patient is hospitalized and that ,intensive emotional 
I~ "" : • ~ - ~ -. -, 
and ph~sical rehatiilitation·~an be do~e with' continuity at this 
time. 'It is a time when mos~ family members are 'av,ailable 'and' 
th · Ii t· b d e~r ques ~ons can .. e answere • Through careful teaching many 
, . 
of the patient's fears can be diminished. Bi receiving proper 
" 
infcrma?tion she will be spared the results of half-truths and 
~ , ," 
I ., '. 
misin'fo'irmation from well meaning friends that could otherwise be 
fear pr'bvoking. Hopefully~ by the time the patie'nt leav'~s the 
l8:~ Helen C. Harrell, '!ITo Lose a Breast", American Journal 
of Nursling, April, 1972, Vo.I. 72, p. 676-7'1. 
, 
.< 
" , 
" 
, 
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hospita~, and as a' result ·of the counsel,ing, she t'iill be abie to 
cope wi~h herself and other's reactions·to· her. 
Ma~garet Owen'~ a clinical specialist in surgical nursing at 
i I I 
Good SaJnaritan Hos~ital in p,hoenix, Ariz~na writes of a program 
J 'i • " .. , 
at this!! hospi tal to plan for ~he special care of the patient who 
has a b~east biOPSy.19 She Iloints ~ut 'that even "be'fore' the patient 
, I • 1, Y ,.-"'-
is hosp!. talized she has begun to cope vii th the idea' of breast 
I • 
I 
surgery, and breast'cance~~nd so the coping mecha~ism whi~h 
l . . 
she. hasi already developed must be rec?gnized.· Th~ patient is 
'i'" . . 
adruittetl to Good Samaritan. Hospital on the afternoon prior t~ 
"-,,-, ","\~-:,. 
the ope~'ation and i's appro~ching a" crisis point; ,'Sh~ needs all 
, ". ~) ... > 
:1 her strengths to deal with it • The nurse~ho will be with her 
. ' . 
throtighbut the operation and afterwa.rds is introduced to her 
and car~ies back t6 the m~dical team her information and im-
pressiohs regardint the patient to assist.in ~lanning for her. 
, ~. -r ;. ,;: 
In the ~re-operative period the patient is given information' 
regardihg the surg~ry and what to' expect afterwards.. The nurse 
eithe~ &nswers que~tions or 'respects the patient's wishes not 
, . 
to talklabout it. ·If the husband or other .fa.milv member is there 
- . ~ ~ '. 
, 
they may be includ~d i~ the convers~tibn. A permit must be 
~ 
j' , 
signed. by the patient prior to the mastectomy should-it be 
... - ' .. .,., ." ~ 
", 
1[ 
necessary. If the biopsy is malignan~, the husband should be 
, 
19 p''!argaret Ow;;en, "Speci3.1 Care ~pr Patient lilho has Breast 
Biopsy"J Nursing: Clijlics of North America, June, 1972, Vol. 7, 
p. 373-82. l' / 
to:Ld~ right away. The nurse sees the pat~e~t ,immediately when 
,j 
14 '~ 
she wi:t.kes up and hopes to pl."ovide arl atmosphere that is com-
fortable and relaxing which will 'allow the. 'patient to venti:;'ate 
" 
her f~elings. 'l'he exercises begin the folloll'/ing" day and the 
Reach:to Recover; volunteer may 'visit then,'ir'the physician so 
d . j CSl-res. 
I 
The patient is in the hospital about seven d~ys and 
time ,:'ilas an opportunity to make a psychological 
" , 
during this 
., 
·1 
adjus~r.t1ent t 
i 
get in~ormation and receive any professional help 
I 
neep-ed. The nu!'se plans a home :visit ~wo ,to four,months after 
discharge. 
~e4ently, the roniversity of Te~as So~th~?st Medical School 
, .,,-?~ 
received a. $1,000,000, tpree Yf?ar contrac\'''frqm the National' 
. ~'./" 
"" "< 
Cau?er Institute ~o fund a ~ew program Whi~h will assemble teams 
of ex~erts to provide reha.bili ta:ti ve ser'l';ices for cancer p~tien~2~' 
, "..' ~ ~ ~ w 
1 ,. "" , 
The p~rpose is to' provide. a m~del for simi~ar projects 
. , , 
\ ~. . 
elsewijere and to counter "unwarranted pessimism among medical 
, ! " , ' 
~~ ~ 
I personnel regarding such patients',rehabili tation u • 
Ii "," . 
Ser"vices will ifnclude physical restoration programs, 
I 
specichized nllrsi,ng, prosthet'ic (~Clnsultati6n, dietary coun-
- , • • < ,. 
,sel.ing and counse~ing for the patients: families. 
Alt of the above programs seem to, truce 'advantage of, the 
". ~ r \ 
20 !i"After cancrr Effort Funded", 2!!,,i;,gn JO£~t February 
3, 1.9715, Portland Oregon, The Oregonilin Publishing' Ccmpany. 
, } 
, 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
i 
\ j 
i 
: 
, 
theories of cr::l.sis intervention as outlined by 1-1s. Klein in 
, I 
attempting to deal i . 
I : ' 
immediately and t,o 
., 
wi th the patie'nt "s psycholog~cal problems 
preve~t further B;nd more· serio,us emotional 
! deve~oPi'nG 'and to resolve the crisis and provide problems from 
'" 
.. ' 
J the tC?01s for a neal thy ,a9.justm~nt; to a Ii f~,: ~hr,eatening and 
15 
fllutil~t:i'llg illness. The, issues pf fear oi~ ,recurrence or disease t 
death~ bodily. mutilation and r~latlonships 'wit,h family and 
other~ can be dealt with in a supportive atmospher~ where 
'i 
! bl profe~sional help, is avai~a e. 
*- i 
1 
I 
I 
\, . 
1 
[ 
I! 
"J 
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. 
IV REACH TO RECOVERY PROGRAM 
" A., Background 
'Reach to Recovery is the name given to a volunteer program 
d It ' un er he auspices of the Amer~can Cancer SOCiety which is 
design~ed to assist post-mast,ectomy patients., The volunteers 
themseives are ali women who have had mastecto~ies • 
.l\lthough there have been other women 'active in counseling 
post-mastectomy patients, it is Terese Lasser who is most 
, , 
I 
~ommonly associated with starting the Reach to Recovery program 
as it iis known no\..... flITs. 'Lasser is a woman who" had a mastectomy 
! 
in 1952 in New York. She felt a "need herself at that time for I 
I 
some kind of emotibnal support and physical rehabilitation which 
was lac~ing. According to her book "Reach to Recovery,,~l it was 
through; her O~l pe~sonal experience by trial and error that she 
developed a basic philosophy which turned out to be a useful 
I 
'( 
approach to the problems' of a mastectomy patient. Her o~rn e.x-
periencds of wondering how active" she could be, how the l?ss of a 
breast would affect her relationship with her husband,' and her 
.\ 
feelings of depress~on and despair made it possible for her to 
, understa:nd 'the feelings of other women in the same situation. 
21, Terese Lasser and William Randall Clarke, Reach to 
Recoveryi, New York:' Simon ~nd Schuster, 1972. 
I 
i 
.\ 
.1 
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Because~she had no:one to guide her in 
specific eXerqises, she deve1op~d her own to regain. the' us, e of 
her arm. Another difficulty 
Mrs. Lasser encount'ered 
breast., 
was'fi~ding a place to buy an artificial 
I 
Perhaps,because of h 
er, own personality and background as a 
woman who had been ver to. y ac 1. ve as a mofher and 101i fe and invol,ped 
in activities outside the ~?me, °t ~ was a natural move for her to 
want to do something to develop some kind or a program to assist 
, ; , 
other post-mastectomy patients. 
Nrs.' Lasser tells of being asked by a. friend to visit a 
mutual friend in the hospital after a mastectomy with the idea 
that her own efforts'at recovery might be helpful to their friend 
who was extremely depressed. During the visit, all efforts to 
reach her: seemed to fail until Mrs.' .Lasser told her that she 
. 
herself had had a mastectomy. Her friend took such hope at this 
, 
that lvIrs .. :Lasser states, nAt that precise moment, I think, the 
... ~~ 
!. 22 
idea for Reach to Recovery w~s born. 1f 
, 
She discussed with her own surgeon ,.her idea for Reach to 
, 
Recovery and he approved, bu~ cautioned 'her about the resistance 
she would ;probably find froIll: the medical community. Fortunately, 
) .. 
she had the time, the money and the will to finance and carry 
thrcugh h~r ideas. H.er husbB:nd, J. K. Lasser, was an author and 
22 Ibid., 27 
" ~ 
, 
i 18 
PUblishet and published a manual written by his wife, which was 
I 
a "how-to" for other maste,ctomy patients.23 
As Mrs. Lass..?!' ,states, 
, 
"the prog"ram I score ' 
was my, own experienge in achieving maximum 
" , 
mental an'~ emotional recovery as well as physical health after 
I 
having a ?reast removed. This is what enabled me to ~peak to 
other wom~n in the same situation with understanding, hope and 
f"d Ii" 24 < 
con ~ ence. ~.rs. L~sserlssurgeon was indeed correct in 
caution~ng, her about the resistance she would meet. Her acti-
vities were greeted with some suspicion by physicians who were 
skeptical bf her because she was not a trained,profes~ional • 
. 
However, after much personal 'effort, traveling across the country 
.' , 
talking to~individllal women and to groups and training others to 
,: ..-
do the samei, her progra~ began to catch on and be accept~d8 
The Re'ach to Recovery Pro,~ram merged with the American Cancer 
Society in ~969. The Society could offer its own organization 
--
of 58 divisions, 3,000 units a~~ more than 2)000,000 volunteers. 
I>1rs. Lasser became a nq.tional,consultant to Reac~ to Recovery, a,nd 
_, , ' 0' ~ ~ 
her program'benefited from the'm~dical supervision at a local 
level, which included ~hysician, ~urse, physiotherapist and 
h t R Y A Hanual for \'lomen ',,!ho 23 Terese Lasser, Reac. 0 ecover 2 
I R ' d Ed't" 1 0 69 New York. Have Had Breast Surgery, 'evlse', 1 ~on, "/ , 
i 
24 Ter~se Lasser & William Kendall Clarke, Reach to Recovery 
New York: Simon and Schuster;, 1'972. 
--
". 
t 
trained Reach to Recovery vOlunteer.25 
19 
, 
S~m~ interestirig statistics are . 
reported by 'William Harke1, 
M.D. t Vic'e President for Service 
, 26' Cancer Sopiety. In 1969-70, the 
and Rehabilit~tiont American 
first year the program was part 
of American Cancer SO,ciety, 1,825 vOJ..~unteers visited andassisted 
7,671 women in 952 h . t"l ' . tt ' O~Spl. a-::-s, Wl. d 2,907 physician's requesting 
this servtce for thei~patients. I 1970 . 
. n -71, there was a dramatic 
increase, 3,355 volunteers viSited and assisted 27,481 patients 
in 1,:571 hospi ta2s. The number of physicians requesting their 
service 1ftaS ,5,694. 
B. Oregon Chapter 
In Oregon, accordfng to 1-1rs. Nora Janik, State Coordinator for 
Reach to He?overYt the'program under ,American Cancer Society has 
been functioning for f~ve year~;?? She he;se1f,has been active as 
, 
a volunteer:for 15 years when she was requested by her own 
surgeon to visit other 'women who had had ~astectqmies or were 
about to have the operation. She'describe~ to me how the program 
operates in Cregon. 
Vo1untefers must be women who have. had mastectomies themselves. 
, 
Origina1.1y,there was a requirement that they have had their 
25 Ibid~ t 12 
26 Ibidl, 158 
i 
27 Personal interview with Mrs. Nora Janik, State Coordinator 
Reach to Rec6very, American Cancer Society, Oregon, February, 1975 
t . ,I I-opera 10n ~ive years prior. However, because more volunteers 
20 
are needed" this restriction was recently dropped to three 
, <, 
years. The idea be;llind this requirement is ,to aS,sure that the 
, , 
, , 
potentia~ voluntee~ will have had the ~pportunity to r~solve her 
'I " . 
own feel1ings regarding her opera~i~n.'·, She also needs a letter 
from two physicians attesting to the fact that she is emotionally 
and physically recoJered. 
She n1ust then ta'ke a training program to llelp her' in 
visiting mastectomy patients. This'serves as a screening process 
as well for the few who would not be well suited for the 
program's! activities: As I'll's. Janik states, the emphasis is on 
what.!!£!. to say_, Some of the "don'ts" are: 
, 
Never,compare surgeries. 
Never talk about your own surgery. 
Never 'use ~octors' names. 
never use patient's' names. 
Never answer questions that require a medical answer. 
Aftertbe training, the "visi to'r lf or volunteer contacts 
women in h~spitals oni~ at the patient's doctor's request. One 
of the pur~oses of the,visit is to present to the patient a woman 
who has gone through the surgery, is alive and ,well, acti 'te and 
attractive~ on the theory that one picture is wtirth a thousand 
words. Th~ volunteer,' in addition to' presenting this morale-
. demonst·.rate'" the exercises that are necessary ,to boosting l.u,.age .'" 
f th A pamphlet showing the exercises regain the 'use 0 e iarm. 
, 
j 
I 
~ 
.' 
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.. ' 
is left wi th the p~tient •. ''l'he visi tor may also put the patient 
through these exercises, if tpe doctor so desires and give her a 
temporary prosthesis. 
The,visitor may offer emotional. support as ~ell. She tries 
to help i'the patient anticipate what to expect such as:, 
1.;;. unexpected c:rying p:r'iods 
2 .. ,at range physical feelings 
3. ~scomfort and pa,iJ} from the exercises 
4.: t~e "well meanin~ friend" who ,.may gave false information 
5. worries about relation with .husband 
6. how and what to tell the children 
After the initial visit, which the visitor tries to make in 
the hosp~tal, she may make a follow-up visit and invite the 
" 
woman to 'attend Reach to Recovery meetings. ¥~s. Janik stressed 
the fact :that the meetings provide rehabili tati ve services and 
are not, merel.y a club. The visitor, may also help 'the woman with 
1 
advice on, where to obtain a permanent prosthesis. 
I -
Emphasized throughout the program is the idea that no one 
" 
is visited ~ithout being referred by the surgeon who performed 
the patient's mastectomy. Any medical question~ are referred 
to him and no one is vis'ited .who doesn I t, desire to' be. The 
visitor wdrks in cooperation with and only with the approval of the 
attending!surgeon. 
, 
Presently, there 'are about 65 visitors in Oregon and there are 
50 physicians in the state who refer their mastectomy patients 
f 
- ! 
\ 
I , 
to Rea6h to Recovery, Mrs. Janik states.. Afcording to her, one 
of the 'problems now is gettil;lg enough volunteers. Some drop 
'I out after a time, some may have a recurrence of the disease' ore 
develop! other ailments. As more physicians,become aware of and 
inte~es~ed in the service, there is a gr~~ter need for more 
volunteers. A faii-ly active, recrui,tment effort is made in 
checking the tumor ,registries of the state for the names of 
I 
potential volunteers. 
~'lheri asked why 'some 'physicians or surgeons performing 
mastectdmies do not use the volunteers, Hrs'. 'Janik said she 
thought it was because they donrt know about it, donrt see a 
22 
necessity for it or' prefer not to have a lay person talk to their 
patients. 
, 
In reviewing the literature, the only negative comment I 
could find was that 'Of Dr. John Healey 'who felt that the 
medical profession w:as relegating an impor,tant aspect of medical 
\ 
rehabilitiative care to a non-professional and that, there 
could be some unfort4nate consequences from an over-zealous 
volunteer who may not understand the physic'ian' s limitations 
;' 28 
of the patient. The Americ::an Cancer Soc,iety has provided' 
some safeguards for this in having a medical advisor for each 
. 
28 John E. Healeyl , Jr. t H~D., "Role of Rehabili tative 
Medecine ~n Care of Patient with Breast Cancer", ~nce£, 
December, 11971, Vol. 28, p. 1666-71. 
! I 
unit. ¥~s. Janik reported that in the five 'years the program 
has opJrated in Oregon, they have never received. a complaint 
about the volunteers' activities. 
Other activitiks that 'are undertaken by Hrs. Janik as state 
, < 
cO,ordinator for the program are adqressing- nurses groups as to 
23 
the neeas o~ post-mastectomy patients.and talking at ministerial 
conferences as well. In addition, she has worked to develop 
new resources for breast prostheses, and these can now be 
purchas~d in most d;epartmen,t stores. 
The 'Reach to Recovery program appears to be a ve!y 
sophistiicated one in which the stumbling blocks have been 
anticipa!~ed and the volunte~r offers the kind of support she 
feels she is best suited for. She leaves all medical and/or 
deep-rooted psychological prob~ems to the experts and operates 
I 
as an adjunct to the medical d?cto~, working under his aegis •. 
I 
I , 
, 
. I 
CHAPrER II 
DE$IGN OF THE STUDY 
I METHOD OF INQUIRY 
A four-page questionnaire of. 59 ,questions was desig~ed. 
(See Appendix B) Included:in the questionnaire Vlere two open-
ended questions allowing the volunteers to comment further on 
. ~ , ~, " .. 
their'feelings at the time of ,their operation and what might have 
been helpful to them then~. 
The questionnaire was given to the volunteers at one of their 
meetings in February,' 1975' with Brs: Janik's permisSion 'and wfter 
she had reviewed it and mad~. a few suggestions. Seventeen of the 
32 Portland volunteers were present .at this meeting. The 
questionnaires were filled o~t by all 17 and returned at this time. 
Being present when the questionnaire was filled out was an 
advantage since any questions that came up regarding the form 
could,be answered then. 
At Hrs. Janik's suggestion, questionnaires were mailed from 
the American Cancer Society at their expense to the 15 volunteers 
who were not at the meeting. None of' these questionnaires was 
returned. 
In addition, Mrs. Janik was interviewed for a more in-depth 
response to her own feelings regarding her mastectomy. Mrs. Janik 
, l 
25 
also supplied a great deal of information-regarding the Reach to 
,. ' 
Recovery program and her own experienc,e as a volunteer. 
Mrs. Nancy Brice, American Cancer Society, was interviewed 
regarding the Reach to Recovery program a~d its association 
with the American Cancer Society. It was 'she who suggested seeing 
Mrs. Nora Janik for more information. 
f 
I 
• 
, . 
26 
II .TARGET POPULATION 
The· writer decided ~o use the ,32 Reach to Recovery 
volunteers actively participating as "visitors" in the Portland 
are.a as a target population to whom a questionnaire could be" 
ad~,ressed. The reason for using this. gro~p was that they are 
women who have had mastectomies themselves as well as presently 
engaged in counseling other mas'tectomy p~tients. Approval for 
con'tacting the volunteers was given by 1<!rs. Nancy. Brice, 
Service Director, American Cancer Society, Oregon Di,vision. 
ami. HI'so Nora Janik, State Coor.Q.inator Rea.ch to Recovery, 
American Cancer Society, Oregon Division. 
'. 
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ill Q~sTIOm~AlRE DESCRI~'ION 
Questions 1-21 related to the characteristics o~ the 
social, economic, educational and religious ,background of the 
volunteers. 
Questions 22-49 \o{ere questi9ns relating to the volunteers' 
experiences and feelings at the time of their mastectomy. 
Questions 36, 46, 47, and 48 related to the effect of 
the illness on their present life. 
~estions 51-59, related to their experiences as 'a Reach 
to Recovery volunteer. 
Question 56 concerned the issues covered in counseling, 
'1 post-mastectomy patients. 
.' 
IV LIMITATIONS OF STUDY 
A. Revie\\I' of Literature 
Although there was not a lot of material written on the 
subject in professional jou>;nals, what was written -related 
directly to the psychological aspects' of breast cancer and 
mastectomies. 
It would have been helpful in-updating the material to 
have had available the proceedings· from the Third National 
., . ~~ 
Conference on Breast Cancer sponsored· by the American Cancer 
Society held in Dallas in 1974. These had not been published 
at the time the study was undertaken. 
B. Target Population 
It would have been interesting' to administer the same 
questionnaire to a group of post-mastect.omy.patients who were 
not Reach to Recovery volu~teers to compare the responses of 
the two groups and their characteristicD. However, because the 
28 
American. Cancer Society. protects the, people ",,:,ho avail themselves 
of their services by maintaining a strict confidentiality 
regarding their names, there was no access to this population of 
post-mastectomy patients whom the volu~tee~s see. 
C. ,Most Recent' Mastectomy Thre~ Years Ago 
In order to be accepted as a volunteer in the Reach to 
29 
Recovery program, a period' of three years must have passed since 
the potential volunteer's breast surgery. 
For this reason, in:i'ormation regarding more recent 
experiences with counseling prior and post-surgery was not 
available. It would have been interesting t.o ,know if there has 
been' greater emphasis on, counseling mastectomy patients at ,the 
time of their operation in the last three years. 
CHAPrER III 
RESUL'I'S. OF TIlE QUESTIONNAIRE; 
I QUESTIONlilAlRE. 
" Questions 1, .- 21 dealt with the genera~ characteristics 
of the women who are volunteers in the Portland program and 
their social, educational and religious background. The results 
showed a remarkable homogeneity. The.npro~ile" of the Portland 
Reach to Recovery volunteer is that of a woman, over 45, 
married, with children in their late teens or older, who has 
attended college and probably ~as a degree either from a 
college or professional training' school. She has lived in 
Portland over ten years and is most likely employed in a full 
or part-time job., Her family income, is over $15,000 a year, 
and she belongs to from one to three other COmmunity organi-
zations in which she is moderately to ,actively involved. She 
considers herself a religious person and belongs to a church 
which she attends regularly. 
Table I, following, shows in'more detailed form some of 
the characteristics of the volunteers. 
TABLE. I 
DATA FOR THE ANALYSIS OF CFiARACTERISTICSOF VOLUN'IEERS 
Under 34 years of age 
35-44 
45-54 
55 and over 
Single 
Married 
Divorced 
Widowed 
High School Graduates 
Attended College 
Under two years residenca 
in Portland 
2-10 years 
Over 10 years 
Presently employed 
Not presently employed 
. 
Under $5,000 yearly income 
$5,00o-$9,999 
$10,000-$14,999 
$15,000-$19,999 
$20,000 and over 
No Answer 
0:..1 other organizations 
involved in 
2;..3 
Over 3 
Considers herself rel~gious 
. Church member 
Not church member 
Very often attends church 
Often or sometimes 
Never 
o % 
12 
35 
53 .. 
o % 
88 
o 
12 
41 % 
·59 
o % 
18 
82 
o % 
18 
6 
30 
34 
12 
24 % 
52 
24 
100, % 
88' % 
12 
100";& 
100% 
1000,.6 
100% 
100;6 
100% 
100% 
100% 
100% 
3f 
32 
Questions 22 - 49 dealt with the volunteers' own ex-
periences regarding their" mastectomies; The respondents 
indicated as shown on Table II below the length of time it had 
been since their ~urgery. 
It is important to note that the Reach to Recovery 
program will not accept"women as volunteers who have had their 
mastectomy more recently than 3 years prior 'to entering the 
program. 
Two of ,the women ha"d had mastectomies at two different 
times. 
TABLE II 
PERCENTAGE OF VOLUNTEERS HAVING SURGERY FROM ZERO TO EO YEARS 
100 ~~ 
90 
80 
70 
60 
50 
40 41% 
30 
20 [ 18%1 LJ 10 0 11&h 1 0 
0-5* 6-10 ,11":'15 16-20 over 20 
years years years yea'rs, y,e;;.rs 
t 
, None less than three years. 
33 
Table III below shows how different people are seen as 
being helpful to the respondents both before and after their 
mastectomies. It is inter~sting to. note that both before and 
afte.r, t~e doctor and husband appear to be the most emotionally 
heJ,..pful people both male figures. 
TABLE .. III..· 
PERCENTAGE OF TIl1ES SIGNIFICANT PERSONS INDICATED 
AS BEING HOST HELPFUL EHOTIONALLY BEFORE 
AND IMHEDIATELY AFTER HASTECTOIvIY 
Before After 
Doctor 29% 
~---------+------~--~ 
Nurse 0 
Social l'lorker 
Husband 
Family Member 
:Friend 
R/H Volunteer 
'Other 
o 
. :0 
O· 
o 
43 
8 
o 
o 
Only l8% of.the respondents indicated that they had 
received prior counseling, whereas 53% indicated they had 
received post-operative counseling •. 
The f~llowing Tab~e IV shows who the people were who 
did the counsel{ng. Since most of ~he ~~unselin~ was received 
after the operation, it is in~eresting to note that the nurse 
was most often the couns.el.or. 
Since the most recently that the operation could have 
bee:.n done was three years ago tit is important to remember 
'. 
': ... ' 
that social workers were not employed in'most local hospitals 
then and the Reach to Recovery program in. Oregon was only two 
years old. 
TABLE IV 
PERCENTAGE OF TINES SIGNIFICANT PERSONS INDICATED 
AS DOING COUNSELING BEFORE AND I Ml-1EDIATELY 
AFTER }1ASTECTm-lY 
Before After 
--
Doctor I 40;(, '13% I 
Nurse .0 Lf"{ 
Social Worker b 0 
R/R Volunteer I 20 20 } 
Other Z+o 20 I 
Questions 35 and 36 asked. th'e respondents to indicate 
wha:t issues were of greatest concern to tl;1em, at .the time of 
'their operations"and pre~ently •. 
Table V shows how the respondents rated the significanc~ 
of the following concerns. It appears that fear of recurrence 
of disease was and'is of greatest concern. 
" 
I 
TABLE V 
DATA RELATING TO ,SONE ISSUES SURROUNDING BREJ',ST 
CANCER AND Hil.STEGTOHIES Al'iD THEIR RELATIVE 
SIGNIFICANCE TO RESPONDENTS. 
.. At Time of ~ Presently 
Maotectom,l 
Fear of recurrence of 
·9 
disease 
Fear of change in body 0 
image 
Equ~lly fearful of both 4 
Not fearful of either 3 
• Number of times indicated B;s significant by 
volunteers. 
9 
0 
1 
6 
35 
In answering whether they felt a need to talk about these 
fears to someone, 65% of,the respondents said ,they did. Of 
,those who answered "yes", 91% of them felt' there was someone 
to ~hom they could turnp 
65% of the respondents indicated they had adjusted to 
"' their m,!,-stectomies "easily" -- 35% IIreasonably wellu and o:'fo 
"with great difficulty". 
In answering questions abo.ut how o:thers had reacted to 
therii after thei~ operations, 94% said there had been no with-
dra\~alfrom them on the. part of their family members; 82% 
stated they felt no withdrawal on the part of those outside 
the~!family • 
In discussing their family members' difficulties in 
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accepting the diagnosis, 7Cff; reported their husbands as having 
no 4ifficulty; 53% rep<?rted their chil.dren as having no 
, 
difficulty_ 
8ac~ of those' questioned reported ,their marriage relation-
shi~ was either the -same or better now than prior to "their 
mast.ectomy. 
" 
65~~ indicated that life had changed for the better since 
then; 29% reported it to ,be ,differen,t but neither worse nor 
bet~er and 0% reported it to be w?rse.~ (61~" did no~ answer.) 
Questions, 51 - 59 dealt \"Ji th the respondents' experiences_ 
, 
as a Reach to Recovery volunteer. 
In answering the question regarding .her motivation for 
joining Reach to Recovery, .some of the fol~o~ing were indicated 
more than once by each volunteer, as, shown on Table VI' .. " 
The reason, "becau5e ,I ~_not counseled and felt a 
need for'it" was chosen almost twice, as often as any other 
category, and second to this was'lIanother R/R volunteer"ft 
". 
" 
". 
• t 
TABLE VI_ 
REASONS GIVEN FOR JOINING REACH TO RECOVERY 
Another R/R volunteer 
Because I was helped myself 
by R/R 
, , 
, 
Because I was counsEiled my~elf' 
and it was helpful .. ~ 
Because I was not counseled and 
felt a need for it 
.; My doctor encouraged me to 
volunteer 
Other 
# Of Times Indicated 
By R/R Volunteers 
5 
4 
8 
3 
The volunteers were asked t'o 'indicate 'whether the women 
theYlvisited described their husband (or male friends) as being 
very, sympathetic, or, in verying degrees to the opposite end of 
showing hostile feelings toward them after their operation. 
" ,.. ~ 
1; There was an extremely high· percentage of choices in 
t 
the sympathetic, concerned and helpful range, and one, only 
reported hearing of negative feelings. Three of the volunteers 
j: 
said'they didn't know. 
, Table VII below related to the kind of subject matter 
discussed with the con5ultees by the R/R volunteers. Eacll 
, 
vol~nteer made more than one sele?tion, showing which topics 
she discussed. "Physical _rehabilitation" and<"Personal 
appe~rancell appear to take up much more time thr.m the deeper 
f 
issues of "Fear of recurrence of disease" and "Fears regarding 
, 
.< 
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change in body image"~. 
, . 
TABLE VII' 
. TOPICS RELATING TO CONSULTEES" HAS'I'ECTOHIES NOST 
FREQUENTLY DISCUSSED \,lITH THEM BY REACH 
TO RECOVERY VOLUNTEEFill 
-< 
Physical rehabilitation 
Personal appe~rance 
Fears regarding recurrence 
of disease. 
Fears regarding ch~nge in 
body image 
Others 
# Of Times Indicated 
By RIp. Volunteers' 
1:; 
12 
5 
6 
1 
5~t6 of the volunteers indicated they made one visit to 
the 'patient; 25~6 made tW9 ,and 23% made one to three visits • 
• 1 '" • 
" 86% of the responde?~s ia~d that their husbands supported 
their Reach to Recovery ~ctivi~ies'~ver~ enthusiast~cally". 
According to the ~able below, "the h~ghest percentage of 
volUnteers ha£;! been involved with the program from four to 
six,years. 
~ 
.' , 
TABLE VIII· 
. LENGTH OF TI1{E VOLUWrEERS ,HAVE SERVED. IN PROGRAM , 
Under one year f. 12 
One to three 
·35 
Four to six 41 
Seven and over *12 
-
.. Had done volunteer work before Reach to 
Recovery program, started ill Oregon. 
7~ 
100% 
--. 
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Two open-ended ,questions were'incruded in the. 
, 
questionnaire. One of the questions was in regard- to the 
r • 
respondent's own feelings at the time of her operation and now. 
Some of the responses were:. 
"the fear is ever present" 
"I try to encourag,e 'myself t{iat they got it alltt; 
"I have a bright outlook on my conditionU 
"I think I keep my concern'minimized by_bei~g • 
involve-d with R/R" 
The second question asked the respondents 'to mention what 
was: done or might have been done to make the time around their 
ope~ation an easier one.' 
Some answers were: 
"accept the situation and be -yourself" 
"I was lucky to have been given an optimistic attitude 
by God,. a wonderful family, a loving circle of friends 
and a very deep f~ith in ,God's choice for me" ' 
"would have liked a concentration on me and my needs" 
"would have been easier if I had had a R/R visitor" -
. " 
II INTERVIE1.'i WITH MRS. NORA. JAJ'HK 
-i! Mrs. Janik, as state co-ordinator for Reach to Recovery 
has been involved with the program since its inception five 
, 
;, " years ago, and, as mentioned previously in the study, did 
~ , . . , 
volunteer counseling of mastectomy patients before then at her 
, 
doctor's requesto 
;! , 
, Because of her .long involvement in the program, it seemed 
impo~tant to gain a more "in-depth" ~pproach to some of the 
, ." 
issues raised by breast cancer and a:mastec~omy b~ interviewing 
Hrse,: Janik • 
• 
In speaking of her own primary concerns,' she said that 
fea~ of the recurrence of the disease was surel~a major concern, 
but that the saving aspects of the· surgery ,were what she felt 
to be most important. She expressed'the thought that she would 
, " 
like to see the positive aspects of cancer therapy e~phasized 
:: 
more': often. Because of surgery and therapy ,people are able to 
" , 
live! longer lives. 
Her own philosophy, as she described it, is that she wants 
some,thing good to come out pf her ,own experience wi tIl breast 
~~, 
cancer and that helping others .i~ a way to bring a positive 
~ ~ 
aspect to her ordeal. 
" 
" 'j, 
Mrs. Janik feels that the clIiphasis 'on sexual concerns 
fol~owing a mastectomy is highly over-drawn. Her own experience 
.' 
was that she was glad to be alive and concerned about how well 
.' \. 
she could function -- when she could'drive a car or use her 
arm, for example -- and return to a normal Ii fe e, 
Her emphasis in how ·to deal with others in her family 
aft:r her operation is to,do the same thing~ ,and behave in the 
sam~ way as before .• She ~articularly stressed the'importance J. _ 
of taking her husband into her confidence and hones,tly telling 
hint' of her feelings OJ 
Mrs. Janik is a very att~active, well" groomed and we~l 
" 
dressed, middle aged woman who brings a great deal of energy to 
'" ,'l., 
her endeavors, and this is frue;of the other volunteers I met 
as ~ell. She must present a very reassuring and' hopeful image 
to the mastectomy patients she visits. 
, , 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOHMENDATIONS. 
I BACKGROUND AND CHAP~CTERISTICS OF THE V9Lt~TEER. 
As mentioned earlier, the:similarities among the volun-
l~ 
teers are striking. It would be expected that the age group 
would cluster in the above 45 category since the peak age group 
in ~reast cancer is 40 - 44 years of ageo: ., 
The above $15,000 income level, high educational achieve-'~ 
ment, strong religious invol vemerit', as well as the fact that 
none are single or divorc~d,an~.have long-standing community 
ties,sets.these women we~l apart from the general population. 
, 
One~might speculate that their medical care would have been 
better than average and perhaps .their counseling experiences at 
the~time of their operation the best that could have been had. 
J 
.. 
, 
,; 
II COUNSELING EXPERIENCES AND PERSONAL :F'EELINGS 
It is interesting that very few received counseling betore 
thei'!" mastectomy but more' than h~lf received some post-operative 
couI~seling. In the literaturet~ it,was pointed out. t~at it is 
welli to start the counseling prior, to the operation since the· 
woman is in a crisis state from the moment. she y~OWS she will 
hav~ to have a breast biopsy. 
:: Where counseling was ~one post-operatively;.' the nurse is 
< • 
the person most often.mentioned as the counselor. In the' 
literature, a plan in operation at' Good ,pamaritan Hospital in 
Phoenix is described where a nurse is assigned to a woman 
when: she is admitted tor a breast bi9PSY and remains with her 
untia.. she is discharged.,29 The nurse' not only counsels and 
supports the patient but takes back to the medical team informa-
tiori' that will be helpful in planning for- her ·hospi,tal care and 
diSCharge. 
It was interesting that in responding to the questions 
of who seemed most supportive to them before and atter the 
operation, the respondents mentioned- husbands fiz:st and their 
doct'or second. Although i \ is~ the nurse who is most often 
29 Ivfargaret QYlen, "Special Care tor Patient \tiho has Breast 
Biopsy", Nursing Clinics of North America, June, 1972, Vol~ 7, 
p. 373- 82 • 
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cha~ged with the counseling, she was mentioned only by one 
respondent as being a significantly supportive and emotionally 
helpful person. 
This may indicate a need for greater cor.sultation .services 
in mental health concepts"and specifically the emotional needs 
cl 
of p~st-mastectomy patie~ts be made~vailable, to nurses. Such a 
service might be provided by the hospital's social service staff 
':. ~ .. . 
and/.pr a Reach to Recovery represen ta ti ,fe. 
-It was interesting that the most sympat~etic~ persons, as 
seen by the respondents, (husband and doctor) are both male 
figures. The first choice of "husbandu may well. r.eflect the 
marital status of the, respondents and it may be th~t post-
mast~ctomy patients need and seek out the reassurance of a male 
~ figure who can make them feel "okay";abou~ themselves as women. 
Social workers were not mentioned by any r:?pondents as 
doing .the counseling or as being significantly helpful or 
, 
supportive. This is not surprising since so few Oregon 
hospitals used the services of social workers three years ago or 
earl~er; It would be interesting,"to" know, if ~ny hO,spitals now 
use their social service workers' for direct service to post-
, . 
" mast~ctomy patients or consultation to medical personn~l. 
Again. Reach to Recovery ,volunteers were no;t mentioned as often 
~ : 
as dbctors or husbands, but the program was.only two years old 
or not in existence.at all at the· time the respondents' 
surgeries were performed. 
;' . 
: 
" 
In speaking of .thei r own feelings and concerns regarding 
the i : disease and operation at the time of their surgeries, the 
" respondents most often .stated that fear of recurrence of the 
disJase was predominant and any concerns regarding body image 
wer~ secondary.. They also indicated they felt t,hey had someone 
to turn to who would be a sympathetic listener and this "las 
, 
most often their husbands. 
~ 
It would be interesting to know 
2 ~ 
if divorced or single women would.choose a male figure as 
bei~g a sympathetic listener or if they would feel they had 
someone to turn to at all. 
, 
In answering the question regarding their present 
" fears, again, fear of disease recurrence was mentioned as often 
as previously, but the number expressing s~~e fears of change 
,; 
in body image dropped and the numbers professing to be not 
" 
fearful rose. This suggests that perhaps'cn~ must learn to 
live with the idea of recurrence of the disease, but that fears 
; 
and concerns involving body image can be resolved. 
,,' 
J 
" 
" 
III COUNSELING, SERVICES 
, , 
'. f 
, !J 
From the results of the questionnaire, it seemed that 
, 
the post-mastectomy patients visited ~Y Reach' to Recovery 
volunteers overwhelmingly, viewed their husband and/or male 
fri~nds as being sympathetic and concerned. Th~s again supports 
. 
the ',conclusion of the male figure being seen as very supportive , 
and making patient feel gocd.ab~ut herself$ 
It was particularly intere~ting to note that by far the 
grea,test amount of time in the volunteer's counseling service 
~ "." 
" 
is spent on physical rehabilitation and personal appearance 
and ~ery little time is sp~nt relating to fear of recurrence 
of disease or change in body image.: lIn,light of the previous 
~l 
information that the volunteers themselves'consider recurrence 
of the disease a primary concern, it is interesting that ,this 
;i 
matter doesn't come up more often in~their counse~ing. 
~ This partic:ular finding: raises more questions than it 
answers. One might speculate that because the number of visi tl:1 
made is from one to three, there is' hot eno,ugh time to develop 
~-relationship that would' encourage the discussion of such 
matters. Or, it could be that the ,volunteer does not feel 
" 
comfortable in discussing an issue that is of such great concern 
to herse-lf, and she needs to, defend herself against these 
feelings. It might also be that since the possibility of 
, 
recurrence of the disease is an ever-present reality, each 
" 
i 
I 
:~ 
, 
:. .. 
person must come to terms \./'i th it in their own way and learn to 
J 
live with that fear., 
. 
. '( 
II; addressing itself to the needs of physical rehabilita-
-''! 
'. , 
tion and personal appearance, the Reach to Recovery program aims 
at reassuring and helping the patient regain her self-confidence 
and improve the ,quality of her lif~ •. Perhaps one can deal 
bet,er with ,the deeper issue of a life-threatening disease if 
the'time left is an enjoyable one. 
To summarize, it seems clear from both the literature. 
and the results of the qu;estionnaire that there is a need for 
couIl;seling mastecto,my patients and that w;i thin the past five 
years the need has become recognized by both professional and 
lay people. It appears also,' that alt~ough progress has"'been 
made: in this area, mere needs to be done. ,The Reach to 
, 
Reco,:very volunteer program is a recognized and effective 
methOd of providing rehabilitative and emotional support to 
" mast'~ctomy patients., ' It \vould appear that ,~he counseling 
provided by medical personnel, in most cases the nurse,. 
needs improving in the way,of better·training, that more 
.~ . 
hospitals need counseling programs and that the counseling be 
made available to more pat~ents. The most~oftengiven reason 
for joining Reach to Recov~ry was'that,the volunteer had not 
been counseled herself and felt the need for such counseling. 
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IV, INDIC~TION FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The areas where further' study is indicated are as' 
follows: ~'" t 
" 
-, 
1. Update the current status of breast cancer patients 
by referring to_ the proc~edings of the 1974 Breast 
Cancer Symposium, sponsored by the American Cancer 
'. 
Society in Dallas. 
2. Extend the target population to a general group of 
post-mastectomy patients and those who have had 
the operation m~re recently _than, three years ago. 
3., Survey counseling methods used in Portland and/or 
Oregon hospitals and what staff is available for 
counseling. 
4. Investigate poss~ble job _and insurance discrimination" 
which may be dire'cted to¥ard maste,ctomy victims • 
. ",: 
- , 
-, 
" 
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APPENDIX'A 
DEFINITION OF TEPJ-1S· 
An abnormal swelling or growth that ~s not 
malignan~ or cancerous. 
~ The removal of a minute section of body tissu~ 
for microscopic examination for the diagnosis 
or prognosis o"f disease ,.(usually cancer) e 
51:, 
- A general' term indicat.ing a variety of malignant 
tumors which originate in ~ single abnormal body 
cell and multiply and spread wildly. In its 
natural course, .if_ unchecked, cancer causes death 
by invading vital body organs. 
Pertaining to the study and treatment of disease 
in human beings" as distinguished from laboratory 
research. ' 
- Recognition of the nature of a disease by its 
signs, symptoms, course and 'laboratory findings. 
A small mass of lymphatic t~ssue,~ often bean-
shaped. " 
- Body tissues which are filled with lymph, a 
clear fluid which carries white blood cells, 
nourishing substances and some of the body's 
various di~ease-fighting materials. 
One that grows and spre~ds and threatens life; 
cancer. ' 
- Surgical removal of a breast. 
• Cancer Word Book, Americari Cancer Society, New York. 
,,' 
Prognosis 
Th~rapy 
Tu~or 
I 
~ 
Prediction of the course of a disease and the 
. future prospects. 
The treatment of disease •. 
.' 
A swelling or enlargement; an abnormal mass. 
either benign or malignant~ with no useful body 
fun.ction ... 
- , . 
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APPENDIX. B 
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1-1rs. Elaine LO\-le 
2740 SW Talbot Rd. 
Portland 97201 
2'27-3894 
.qUESTIONNAIRE FOn REACH TO RECOV.:ny VOLUN~El;:RS 
1. Sex Hale 
2. Ag:e Under 25'_ "25-34 
55 and over,_ 
35-44 45-54 
3. Marital Status Now Single Harried Divorced 
4. 
>1i dowed Other 
e 
Please list the ages of your children (if appli:cEhble) 
?lease circle hi~hest year of schooling ~~mp]~ , 
Unde.r 8 8 9 10 11 12 Co.1loge 1 2,3 ' 
6. 'dhat subject or subje.cts in s-chool \-lere you most 'interested in? 
Did you attend a secretarial scho~l or Borne other kind of 
training Bchool? 
8. If you graduated from college or· training school what was it 
~hat you received your degree or training i~? 
, -
Have you ever resided outside the state of Ore~on? 
10. :Have you lived in Or~gon Under 2 years 
Over 10 years ____ 
11 •. Have you lived in Portland area Under 2 years 
Over 10 years 
" ._--
2 to 10 year,s _ 
2 to 10 y~2.r6 
12. ,Arc you pres~Rtly or have recently bee~ employed in a salaried 
. occupation? '~ 
13. If yes to 12, part time full time 
14. If yes to 12, what is your job title? 
15. What is your husba~dts occupatibn? 
16. 
17. 
18, 
19. 
20. 
21-
54 
,Please check belo\t/ 
your total family 
:,Under $5,000 
'$5,000.. J9, 99~ 
the category which comes closest to 
;How 
If 
,:1)0 
Do 
.' 
,Do 
many other 
so, if this 
income before taxes: 
~lO,OOO-%14,999 . 
$15,000-':a9,999 --. 
$20,000 and over ____ 
cOlnmuni ty orga~izations ~re you 
involvement .~very active 
,moderately active 
not very active 
you cOl'!.sider yourself a .religious person? 
. 
you belonG to a church? yes ho 
-
you attend church very often often 
seldom never 
-'--'IiI 
involved in? 
yes no 
sometimes 
The following questions relate to ~our own experiences and 
feelings as a woman.who has had a ~asectomy., 
22. 'Row long, has it. been since your opera tioD? 
23. ~'illat was your mari t,,,l status at the time of your opera tioli? 
.single _ married" di verced wido\'lea other 
24. ,\~as there any advice or counseling given to you to .. 
26. 
27. 
. ,prepare you psychologic'"llly for the pODsi bili ty of a 
'masectomy immediately prior to· your operation? yes _ no 
was thip given? ~If more than one of 
number 1, 2, 3 etc. in order to impor-
~If yes to 24, by whom 
~the following, please 
tance to youJ doctor 
friend _ church pe'('son 
nurse Docial \wrker family ~ 
- 1---
arty pth~r. _ 
If there was counseling done in the hospital, as far as you 
.know was this part of. a regular hospital progrDm __ 
individual effort bV medical .personnel don't know 
If you could choose one person who was most helpful to you 
emotionally immediately prior to your operation when you 
,knew ther~ was a possi bili ty of a masec.tomy, \<IC.S i L the 
~doctor nurse social worker. other r:1edical 
personnel ___ husband other family nernbcr 
friend church person 
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29. ~Immediately after your masectomy t did you receive any advice 
or counseling while in. the hospital? yes no 
30. 'If yes to 29, by whom was this done? doctor nurse 
social , ... orkcr Reac;l;l to Recovory volunteer--
~other " 
31. Do you feel that the. information regarding a masectomy given 
"you ... las adequD,te _ more than I wanted ·to know 
would liked to have had-more information 
32 •. ';'tias "this information given p"ior to the" operation 
--' after the ope.cation _ both not -at all • 
33.· ~,iere you. visi ted by a Reach to 'Recovo:r:y volunteer after 
;';your oper<J.tion? yes _ no • 
34. If so was this visit very helpful moderately helpful __ 
,:,helpful, but could have done ... 1ithout it _ not helpful 
35.. If you can recall your feelings immediately after your 
masectomy would you sai a fear of recurrence of the di~eaBe 
:,l-laS predominant __ fear of change in body image vias 
dominant .equally fearful of both ___ not fearful of 
,either . 
36. At this time would you say your feelings involve a fear of 
recurrence of disease , ·fear of change in body ima~e 
equally fearful of both --.:.. not "feafuI of oi ther __ • 
37. A~e there any remarks you ~ould~like to add to questions 
30 or 36't 
3B.At that time, did you feel a need to talk about ~hese 
'fears to comeone? yes no 
39. If yes to 36, was there someone yo~ could· turn to as a sym-
pathetic liste~er yes no 
40. If yes to 37, although more than one person may have been help-
ful to a degree, who' was mos~ h~l~ful in this pparticular 
,- way? doctor nurse social 1tlorker husband 
family member noac~ to Recovery yolunteer 
,any other __ 
41. ,In loo1:ing back, wouJ,.d you say you adjur:t~d to your 
,masectomy easily reas0nably well with great 
" difficulty 
42 •. ,After your operation, did you feel that ,some of your 
~family members dre~ away from you? 
Very much so SOril€vIhat SliGhtly 
l'Tot 8.t all 
Did you feel that some 
you? Very much so 
Not at all 
outside your family drew a,:ay 
Somewhat __ 'Slightly __ _ 
56 
from 
44 • ' ~lJ.s i t lic~ :'ic·ul t for: your husband to accept your diagnosis 
and opcrc:~tion? vcr" SOIOlOhThl',t not 'v6ry 
,)-
'llot e:t all 
l~5. l;(JS it difficult for your child.rea to accept your diagnosis 
,and operation? very somewhat not very not at all 
46. Like any stressful event, amasectomy may put a strain 0>1 a 
,marital relationship ar with members of the opposite 
,s~x, if unmarried. Since your operation, would you say that 
your relationship with your husband (or .male friends, if 
~nmarried) has becom~ stronger about the same. 
;not as strong • ',. -
47~ If you are now divorced, or have been divorced, would you 
.say that your operation play~d a role that was very significant 
,moderately significant, slightly significant 
not significant at all ' ---
48. Since your operation,do you feel that your life has changed 
for the better different ~ut neither worse nor better 
:for the worse 
49. Are there any comments you would like to make about ''ihat 
-could have or was done that made this an easier time for you 
,and your family 
---------------------------------------------------
51.' !Approximately how long have you been a Reach to Recovery 
'volunteer? 
52. ,:Could you rank the .fo.llo"Ting in order of their importance 
;in your decision to volunteer your services in,the Rench 
to Recovery program. . ' 
Another R/n volunteer because I was helped myself by 
R/B because I was Counseled at the time of my operation 
and ~was helpful to me because I was not counseled 
llt the time of my operation and I felt a need for it 
my doctor encouraged me to volunteer other 
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53. \',Ihat proportion of those women. whom you visit indicate 
that your visit was important ~o their recovery? 
a great many _"almost all about half 
some _ very few 
54~ Approximately how many women h~ve.you visited wh~ are 
welfare recipients1 
55. Among the women you see how would you describe the 
attitudes of the husband or male friendtoHard the 
woman? ~ery sympathetic concerned ,helpful 
feeling uninformed feiling left out- " 
indifferent llegilive feelings don't know 
(if more tha;-Qne af above app~ies-;-mark more thanone) 
56. Could you indicate ,what prop6rtion of your time with 
your consultees y6~ spend, in general, on the following: 
physical rehabilitation c matters regarding personal 
appearunce _'_ fea'rs regarding recurrence of disease __ 
fears regardihg change in body imaeeothers 
57. Row often do women.you s~e express satisfacti~h with the 
kind of emotional support they '· ... ere gi vcn by medical 
personnel at the time of their operation? 
Very often so~etimes occ~sionally seldam 
never 
On the average, how many visits d~ you personally make 
to each women? 
Hy husband has encouraged my Beach to Hecovery activities 
very enthusiastically moderately not particularly 
not at all 
